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Dedicated to Professor Yukihiro Kodama on his 60th birthday Abstract.
In this note we shall prove the following: Suppose that all finite subproducts of a product space X = Ylß<x ^ß are norma'-If X >s ^p aracompact, then X is normal. Here X stands for an infinite cardinal number.
Throughout this note, all spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and contain at least two points.
Concerning the normality of countable Cartesian products, the following is well known.
( A space X is said to be X-paracompact [2] if every open cover of X with cardinality < X has a locally finite open refinement. Let X = n«</i Xr De an infinite Cartesian product of spaces. For a finite subset F of X, YIh€f Xr is said to be a finite subproduct of X.
In this note we shall prove the following.
Theorem. Suppose that all finite subproducts of X -Y[ß<)i Xß are normal. If X is X-paracompact, then X is normal.
Our proof is very similar to the proof of Beslagic's Theorem 3.4 from [1] . It is also a generalization of Zenor's proof in [5] .
First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma. Let X be a X-paracompact space and ^ = {G\fi < X} bean increasing open cover of X. Then there exists an increasing open cover %f -{H^ß < X} of X such that Cl H C G for each ß < X.
Proof. Since X is A-paracompact, there exists a locally finite open cover "V of X which is a refinement of 9. Let us put V = \J{V \ V e V, V £ Ga for each a < p, V c Gß} for each // < A. Then 3^"' = {Vß\ß < X} is a locally finite open cover of X such that K c G for each ß < X. Let us put H = X -C1(U Va) for each ß < X. Then it is easy to see that ßt = {H I ß < X} has the desired properties.
Proof of Theorem. Let us assume that the theorem fails. Then there exist spaces {Xß | ß < X} such that X = YlßKx %ß is ¿-paracompact and all finite subproducts of X are normal but X is not normal. Let X be the minimal cardinal number for which such a space exists. Let us prove that " X is normal" which is a contradiction. We shall use the following notation. For each A c X, let us put YA = \\teA Xß and let nA : X -> YA be the projection and for each y < X, put Zy = Yx_y. Since Y is normal (by the assumption of X ) and Ty is closed in Yy, there are closed sets F , and F 2 of yy such that Fy ¡ c C/ , for each i = 1,2 and T = F , U F 2. Since AT is A-paracompact, there is a locally finite open cover {Ä" | y < X} oí X such that Ky c C for each y < X. Let us put Li = U{(-Fy , x Z ) n Cl A" | y < A} for i = 1,2. Then L( is closed in X and L, c C7( for i = 1,2 and AT = L, UL2. The proof of the theorem is complete.
From this theorem and the previous result (B) of Beslagic, we obtain the following. This extends the result (A).
Corollary. Suppose that all finite subproducts of X = Ylß<x Xß are normal. Then X is normal iff X is X-paracompact. Remark. In the theorem, we cannot replace the condition " X is A-paracompact" by "X is countably paracompact." In fact, let X = Yla<co (oe\)a where (<Wj)q is a copy of <y, with the ordered topology. Then all finite subproducts of X are normal and X is countably paracompact but X is not normal [4, Theorem 6.7] .
